Visit Tirana is the tourism portal of the capital of Albania, aiming to promote the city and tourism businesses. Our website is the most visited platform for tourism in Tirana. Businesses in the city are invited to be part of our platform to have more visibility and to reach their target, ie travellers coming to Tirana. For business listing, advertising and sponsorship, please contact us at contact@visit-tirana.com

Covid19. Please take care about your health, keep social distance, wear masks!

What to do in August 2020 in Tirana
August is the traditional month for vacation in Albania. Institutions are almost closed and Tirana is emptier than all other months. But this year due to pandemic, people are taking short holidays, or traveling mostly during weekends. We are suggesting to everyone to stay safe, to avoid populated areas, to stay in the nature and to eat in outdoor restaurants. Here are more suggestions what to do in August.

Apply for Tirana Photo Festival 2020! (#TFF2020).

BËJ FOTO, POSTO, FITO!

Apply for Tirana Photo Festival 2020! (#TFF2020).
Nature attraction of Tirana

If you travel outside of Tirana you will be amazed by the variety of landscapes. In contrast with the very modern and vivid city of Tirana, the villages in the surrounds are truly beautiful and charming. Life moves slowly, as in ages past, and there are some agro-tourism farms that will impress you with their delicious organic foods cooked in the Albanian way. Take some fresh air in a relaxing atmosphere. See more

Visit the Museums of Tirana

The most unusual museums are to be found in Tirana: the National Museum, the largest in the country, a huge bunker used by the communist government as shelter of last resort in a time of war has been turned into museum; a once infamous house covered with leaves was the one-time spy HQ from where hundreds of thousands of Albanians were persecuted during the dictatorship. See more

Events in July 2020
Advertise with VisitTirana, the biggest tourism platform of Tirana
Since 2015, Visit Tirana provides exceptional opportunities for exposing Albanian travel and hospitality services in three languages to reach potential customers worldwide that want to come to Albania. Our online publications give readers an up to date feed of travel inspirations to Visit Tirana and Albania. See our packages.